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Abstract—In this article, a fine-grained query authorization scheme with integrity verification is proposed over encrypted spatial data

for location-based services (LBS). The fine-grained query authorization is enabled based on a distribution of the spatial data by

employing a non-uniform partition in the spatial domain to generate a density-based space filling curve (DSC), which can be used to

generate index values for querying and transformation keys. The transformation keys can be used to generate query tokens for a

secure spatial query as well as construct a transformation key tree whose subtree can be distributed by the LBS provider to an

authorized user as transformation key for query tokens generation. Furthermore, the proposed scheme constructs a Merkle quad tree

(MQ-tree) to support integrity verification by aggregating a digest of the spatial data based on the DSC and employing the MQ-tree as a

verification structure. The LBS provider can share a subtree of the MQ-tree to authorized user as his verification structure, which

corresponds to the transformation key of the authorized user. In this way, the authorized user can only generate the valid query tokens

and verify the query results in his authorized region. The security properties of the proposed scheme is discussed, and extensive

experimental results demonstrate the high efficiency of verification structure generation and verification operations.

Index Terms—Cloud storage, spatial data, integrity verification, location-based services, space filling curve
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1 INTRODUCTION

ATREMENDOUS amount of spatial data is accumulated via
smartphones and exploited to offer various location-

based services (LBS), e.g., point of interests (POI) discovery,
proximity-based notification, and location-based mobile
advertising [1], [2]. Some of these services are provided to
third-party companies for profits. For instance, Foursquare
provides a global places database (containing 105 million
POIs, available across 170 countries and territories) to
100,000 companies and application developers [3] that can
analyze visit and venue data to identify shopper and con-
sumer insights trends. As the volume of spatial data is
growing rapidly, the LBS provider, denoted as data owner,
is unable to support the storage of the tremendous volume

of data. Thus, outsourcing the spatial data to the cloud is
becoming a prevailing paradigm.

The outsourced data is encrypted by the data owner
before it is outsourced to the cloud in order to protect its
confidentiality. Moreover, indexes of the encrypted spatial
data are also built by the data owner to enable its querying
in encryption mode. Moreover, for flexible data sharing, the
data owners desire fine-grained query authorization that
only allows their authorized users to search their specific
data [4], [5]. As the data is queried by users with different
levels of trust, query authorization should be fine-grained
to offer different users with different query capabilities,
thereby restricting the users from querying the data outside
their authorized regions. However, it is challenging to pro-
vide fine-grained query authorization over the encrypted
spatial data since the distance relationship of the spatial
data should be preserved in the encryption mode while con-
sidering the data distribution in the sub regions.

Searchable Encryption (SE) [6] supports the query capa-
bilities over the encrypted data at the cloud without decryp-
tion. Nevertheless, most of the SE schemes focus on SQL
queries, and cannot be directly employed to spatial data
because of the completely different relationship among the
data. To enable query services on encrypted spatial data,
space filling curves have been widely used to transform the
original locations of POIs to one-dimensional index values.
Space filling curve passes through every partition of a closed
space, and has no intersection with itself. In this way, each
point in multi-dimensional space will be mapped as a value
to one-dimensional space. Standard Hilbert curve (SHC) as a
form of space filling curve is applied as a building block in
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many schemes [1], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] for spatial data trans-
formation, which can protect the confidentiality of out-
sourced spatial data andmake effective spatial queries. With
the transformation key and the original spatial query, users
can generate the query tokens to search over the encrypted
spatial data. These query tokens can be used by the cloud to
make equality checking over the query indexes of the
encrypted data and confirm that the data belong to the query
result. However, the SHC-based query tokens are generated
under a single transformation key. As a result, by distribut-
ing the transformation key, the data owner can only autho-
rize the users to query in the entire spatial domain, instead of
the sub regions specified by the data owner. This query capa-
bility authorization is defined as coarse-grained. If the data
owner can determine the regions that the users can generate
the query tokens, then this query capability authorization is
defined as fine-grained.

In addition, as authorized users utilize query services to
obtain their interested data, the received query results
should contain all spatial data points satisfying the query
condition without any tampering. However, for economic
benefits, the cloud may modify the query results for the
paid advertiser (competitor that promotes its wanted POIs
through extra fees) [9], and this kind of behavior is called
data tempering attacks [12]. For example, it may inject extra
data points or delete the top-ranking data points, which
benefits the paid advertiser and decreases the utility of the
query results. Therefore, the integrity verification of the
query results is very important in the spatial data outsourc-
ing. Moreover, in consistent with the fine-grained query
authorization, the verification capabilities of users should
also be fine-grained to guarantee that the users can only ver-
ify the query results in their authorized regions. Neverthe-
less, it is not trivial to design a fine-grained integrity
verification approach over the encrypted spatial data. Since
the verification structure for spatial data should contain the
relationship among the spatial data, which is different from
the relationship among the string or numeric values, the
conventional integrity verification schemes [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20] cannot be directly applied to verify
the spatial query results. SHC-based probabilistically repli-
cating scheme (SPR) [9] achieves query authorization and
integrity verification over encrypted spatial data. However,
as a type of SHC-based scheme, SPR cannot support fine-
grained verification capability authorization, which is chal-
lenging for existing SHC-based schemes due to their single
transformation key. In addition, SPR is not a deterministic
integrity verification scheme, because it introduces false
negative (i.e., attackers may escape from being detected)
among the results verification.

In this paper, a fine-grained query authorization scheme
with integrity verification is proposed based on density-
based space filling curve (DSC)[21]. The proposed scheme
extracts the distribution of the outsourced POIs, and
employs the non-uniform partition in the spatial domain.
Each partitioned region contains curve parameters for spa-
tial transformation in that region, and the partitioned regions
with the same size scale are merged. Meanwhile, the curve
parameters of these merged regions are updated based on
the parameters of their sub regions. These curve parameters
are denoted as the transformation keys corresponding to

these merged regions. The transformation keys are orga-
nized in a quadtree structure, and tree nodes at different
levels correspond to various spatial regions, which enables
the fine-grained query capability authorization. Moreover,
the proposed scheme generates digests information for each
partitioned region, which are then organized in a quadtree
structure for query result verification. Tree nodes at differ-
ent levels correspond to different spatial regions, and the
corresponding digests are used for query result verification.
Thus, the fine-grained verification capability authorization
is supported, which means only the users with the verifica-
tion structure corresponding to the authorized region can
verify the integrity of the query result. The proposed
scheme is suitable for the application where the LBS pro-
vider (data owner), such as Foursquare, provides POI data
to the third-party companies and developers. In this appli-
cation, the data owner outsources his spatial data periodi-
cally (e.g., weekly or monthly), which can be considered as
a series of static datasets on which different transformation
parameters and symmetric keys are employed by the data
owner to obtain a series of transformation key trees, verifi-
cation structures, and symmetric keys. The generated trans-
formation keys, verification structures, and symmetric keys
are then distributed to different authorized users to achieve
fine-grained query and verification capabilities authoriza-
tion. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
three folds.

� A spatial query processing approach is proposed
based on DSC, which supports query token genera-
tion for a single POI, range query and KNN query
processing. Each node in the transformation key tree
corresponds to a specific spatial region. By checking
the intersection regions between the authorized
region and transformation key tree, this approach
can determine the subtree that corresponds to the
authorized region. Through the subtree distribution,
this approach enables fine-grained query capability
authorization in the spatial domain, which supports
the data owner to offer different query capabilities to
authorized users with different trust levels.

� A spatial query integrity verification approach is
proposed, which includes the verification structure
generation, the range, and KNN query verification
algorithms. By extending the Merkle hash tree
(MHT) [22], the proposed approach generates a Mer-
kle quad tree (MQ-tree) as the verification structure,
which aggregates the digests of the data points based
on DSC to achieve fine-grained verification capabil-
ity authorization. The authorized users can only
verify the integrity of the query results in their
authorized regions. Moreover, compared with the
probabilistically replicating scheme, the verification
approach does not introduce false negative, which
means that any dishonest behaviors can be detected.

� The security properties of the proposed scheme is
analyzed, and its performance is evaluated through
extensive experiments and performance compari-
sons. The experimental results demonstrate that
both the query index and verification structure gen-
eration time of the proposed scheme are lower than
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that of SHC-based approach. Meanwhile, either the
verification time or the storage cost of the proposed
scheme is lower than that of SPR.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related work is reviewed in Section 2 and system model,
threat model and design goals are formalized in Section 3.
In Section 4, the fine-grained query authorization scheme
with integrity verification is proposed and its security is dis-
cussed in Section 5, followed by the computation and stor-
age performance evaluation on the index generation and
integrity verification in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion is
drawn in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, the references are reviewed, including the
query processing of outsourced data and the integrity verifi-
cation of the query result.

2.1 Query Processing of Outsourced Data

Privacy protection of outsourced data is vital and has
attracted a lot of attention from the academia and industry.
Hacig€um€us et al. introduced the idea of outsourcing data-
base services to a third-party service provider (SP) [23] and
provided an outsourced data privacy protection scheme
[24]. This scheme supports encrypted data query by con-
structing index based on encrypted data and additional
bucketing information. Later, aiming at numeric values,
Agrawal et al. [25] proposed an order-preserving encryption
scheme (OPES), which supports efficient processing of
queries at the SP. To support more query types, Wong et al.
[26] studied KNN computation of encrypted tuples stored
at untrusted SP, and proposed a method supporting SP to
calculate the relative distance between two encrypted data
points. As virtual dimension is introduced, this method
could not build up index of encrypted data points effi-
ciently. Therefore, when dealing with query request, SP has
to traverse all encrypted data points, which leads to rela-
tively poor query efficiency. To achieve fine-grained access
control, Yang et al. [27] proposed an efficient scheme with
privacy-preserving policy in the big data outsourcing sce-
nario. They hide the whole attribute names and values in
the access policies. This scheme supports the data authori-
zation on the basis of the consumers’ attributes, but does
not satisfy the requirements of the fine-grained spatial
query authorization and integrity verification. Guo et al. [28]
developed a KD-tree based indexing technique to support
range searches on encrypted uncertain IoT data, which is
outsourced to the cloud service provider. To reduce the
computing and communication cost for mobile device
users, Li et al. [29] proposed a scheme to offload the compu-
tation task from mobile devices to the cloud, and optimize
the communications. All the above schemes are suitable for
string or numeric values. However, the spatial data cannot
be trivially transformed into string or numeric values
because the relationship among spatial data is completely
different from that between string or numeric values, thus
these schemes cannot be directly applied to privacy protec-
tion of spatial data.

To enable secure query processing for outsourced en-
crypted spatial data, some researchers employed space

filling curves to transform POIs, which could support range
and KNN query in the transformed space. In practice, SHC
is applied in most circumstances. By using SHC, Ni et al. [7]
reduced extra work load due to users’ parameters configu-
ration. Meanwhile, the computation and communication
cost of range query is reduced since the clustering and
distance preserving properties of SHC was superior. To
improve the accuracy and efficiency of spatial query,
Khoshgozaran et al. [8] introduced dual Hilbert curve tech-
nique, and used SHC to map data points and query request
to Hilbert transformed space and enabled query services on
encrypted spatial data. To achieve better data confidential-
ity, Talha et al. [1] proposed a transformation based scheme,
which performs the encrypted queries at the cloud service
provider and returns the encrypted results to the user. This
scheme employs the Hilbert curve to generate the index of
the encrypted spatial data and then used the cryptographic
primitives to enhance the security level. There are also some
privacy-preserving spatial query applications in smart city,
Ni et al. [30] proposed a Bloom filter-based data retrieval
mechanism to support accessible parking spots query while
preserving the drivers’ privacy. Wang et al. [31] present a
novel two level search scheme to protect the privacy of cli-
ents’ spatial datasets stored and queried at a public server.
To achieve secure and accurate geometric range query, Xu
et al. [32] employ secure KNN computation, polynomial fit-
ting technique, and order-preserving encryption over the
cloud data. However, these schemes cannot support the
fine-grained query capability authorizaiton, which is an
urgent requirement of data owners. In addition, these
schemes do not provide the integrity verification for the
query result, so the data owner and consumers could not
validate whether the cloud service provider is trustworthy.

2.2 Integrity Verification of Query Result

To support integrity verification for the outsourced data,
several solutions [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]
have been proposed for rational database. Assuming all
records are sorted, Pang et al. [13] employed aggregated sig-
nature to sign each record with the information of adjacent
records. Sion et al. [14] introduced challenge token for a SP
to provide a certification of user’s query, then integrity veri-
fication of the query result is conducted at the client side.
Devanbu et al. [15] utilized MHT to authenticate data
records, which calculates a signature based on the MHT
structure and distributes it to clients for correctness valida-
tion. Based on dynamic hash table, Tian et al. [33] present a
public auditing scheme for secure cloud storage. The
scheme achieves good updating efficiency and batch audit-
ing. Ji et al. [34] presented a system to enable verifiable attri-
bute-based search over shared cloud data. This system
provides good search experience and supports authenti-
cated query processing. Wang et al. [16] proposed an iden-
tity-based data outsourcing scheme, which equips with
desirable features advantageous over existing proposals in
securing outsourced data. The scheme supports the verifica-
tion of both file origin and file integrity. Yu et al. [17] pro-
posed a construction of identity-based protocol, which
employed key-homomorphic cryptographic primitive to
reduce the system complexity and the cost for establishing
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and managing the public key authentication framework.
Yao et al. [18] investigated the verifiable social data out-
sourcing and proposed a scheme for verifiable queries over
outsourced social data, which is purchased by the third-
party social data provider, and consumers can verify the
trustworthy of the data provider. Zhang et al. [35] designed
a verification structure and proposed a deterrent-based
scheme to achieve query results verification for secure
ranked keyword query. This scheme keeps the cloud from
knowing the relationship among data and verification infor-
mation, thereby increasing the probability of discovering
dishonest cloud providers. However, because the verifica-
tion structure should contain the relationship among the
spatial data, which is different from the relationship among
string or numeric values, these schemes cannot directly sup-
port spatial query verification.

For spatial query verification, Yang et al. [36], [37] pro-
posed MR-tree and MR*-tree, which are space-efficient
authenticated data structures suitable for fast query proc-
essing and verification. A partially materialized digest
scheme [38] verifies one-dimensional queries and applies to
both static and dynamic databases. It employs separate
indexes for the data and their associated verification infor-
mation to avoid unnecessary query processing costs. How-
ever, these solutions do not consider privacy preservation
and integrity verification of the outsourced spatial data
simultaneously. Ku et al. [9] designed the SHC-based proba-
bilistically replicating scheme, which employs SHC to trans-
form the spatial data before outsourcing it to SP. Then, by
probabilistically replicating a portion of the spatial data and
transforming it with a different space encryption key, the
authorized user can verify the integrity of the spatial query
result. However, SPR is not a deterministic integrity verifi-
cation method, thus the cloud may escape the auditing pro-
cess, and SPR cannot achieve the fine-grained authorization
for query verification. The scheme proposed in this paper

supports the fine-grained authorization for query verifica-
tion, and does not introduce false negative in the query
result verification.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, the system model and threat model are intro-
duced and the design goal is identified for the fine-grained
query authorization with integrity verification. Table 1 sum-
marizes the notations used in this paper.

3.1 System Model

The system model is depicted in Fig. 1, including three enti-
ties, the data owner (DO), authorized user (AU), and cloud.

1) The data owner has tremendous volumes of location
related data, namely, the original POI data. The data
owner allows authorized users (i.e., third-party com-
panies) to generate query tokens in their authorized
region. The data owner outsources its data to the
cloud for saving the costs of data storage and query
services. For privacy concerns, the data owner will
encrypt the data before outsourcing it to the cloud.

2) The authorized users are third-party companies that
need the spatial data to do analysis and make busi-
ness decisions. The authorized users should acquire
the decryption key Sk, transformation key STKi, and
the verification structure Ti from the data owner in
advance.

3) The cloud has sufficient computational and storage
resources. To avoid the cloud from accumulating the
intermediate information about the outsourced spa-
tial data and users’ queries, in the system model, the
cloud stores the encrypted POI data for the data
owner, and only provides the searching services for
the authorized users.

Assuming the DO possess a collection of n POIs within a
spatial domain V. Each POI pi is represented as a tuple <
x; y; info > , where x and y are its coordinates, while info
is the additional information about pi, such as name, zip-
code, and descriptive information, etc. Before outsourcing
the dataset to the cloud, the DO chooses secret transforma-
tion parameters and builds query indexes of the POIs using
DSC. For privacy preservation of the POI, the DO encrypts

TABLE 1
Notations

Symbol Description

F Original POI set
F0 Encrypted POI set
InðF0Þ Indexed POI set with digest
p; p0 POIs belonging to F, F0

ðxc; ycÞ Sequence number pair in x-axis and y-axis for
coordinate ðx; yÞ

V The spatial domain
R A rectangular area in spatial domain
S0 Space filling curve starting point
N Space filling curve order
u Space filling curve orientation
G Space filling curve scaling factor
C Transformation key tree for the spatial domain
G Curve state transformation table
HðmÞ Digest of message m,HðÞ is a collision resistant hash

function
C The maximum number of POIs that a partitioned region

contains in DSC
d Digest of a POI’s information
SignðdÞ Data owner’s signature on digest d
Sign�1ðhT Þ The decrypted digest signed by Data owner
VD POI’s index value generated by DSC
r User’s authorized region
STKi Transformation key for the authorized region
Sk The symmetric key for POI encryption
T MQ-tree for query integrity verification

Fig. 1. System Model for secure spatial query with integrity verification.
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< x; y; info > with a symmetric key Sk, which is shared
between the DO and AU. The structure of an encrypted POI
is < VD; fx; y; infogSk ; d > , where VD is the DSC-based
query index of the POI, and digest d is computed as d ¼
HðxjyjinfoÞ (where j indicates concatenation).

The system model contains the data pre-processing and
query processing phases. In data pre-processing phase, DO
builds query indexes of POIs by DSC, and generates the
indexed POI set InðF0Þ for outsourcing, and then the DSC-
based transformation key tree C is generated. Note that the
shared transformation key STKi � C, and the AU can only
generate the query token in the authorized region r that
STKi corresponds to, whichmeans the DO can distribute dif-
ferent transformation keys to different AUs to achieve fine-
grained query capability authorization over the encrypted
spatial data. Meanwhile, MQ-tree T is generated for verify-
ing the integrity of the query results, and the nodes of T cor-
respond to the same regions as the nodes ofC correspond to.
Therefore, the proposed scheme also supports fine-grained
verification authorization, which requires DO to share a veri-
fication structure Ti ð� T Þ that has the same authorized
region rwith STKi.

In query processing phase, AU uses transformation key
STKi to transform the original query Q, and obtains a series
of one-dimensional consecutive integer values f½lj; hj�jlj �
hjg, which are denoted as query runs fQRjg, namely, the
query tokens. Then, AU submits fQRjg to cloud. Upon
receiving the query result fp0g and the corresponding digest
fdg, AU decrypts fp0g by Sk and gets the plaintext result set
fpg. Finally, AU verifies the query result integrity based on
the verification structure Ti, result set fpg, digest fdg, and
the original query Q.

Compared with the systemmodel in [1], the systemmodel
in this paper also includes three entities. However, to support
fine-grained query and verification capabilities authorization,
the model in this paper contains the transformation key tree
generation and verification structure generationmodules.

3.2 Threat Model

The cloud stores the outsourced spatial data and responds
to the queries. However, the cloud would analyze the stored
data and the AUs’ query content to obtain valuable informa-
tion about DOs and AUs. Moreover, the cloud may inject
extra POIs or delete the competitors’ top-ranking POIs for
paid advertisers. Therefore, in this paper, it is assumed that
the cloud is not fully trusted and would probably behave
dishonestly. The threats models in this paradigm is summa-
rized as follows.

1) Brute-force attack. The attacker tries every possible
transformation key of the outsourced spatial data
until the correct one is found. The difficulty of this
attack depends on the key length. If the key has n
bits, there are 2n possible keys to try, so the complex-
ity of a brute-force attack to find the transformation
key is proportional to 2n.

2) Location reconstruction attack. The attacker can
access a limited number of the POIs’ locations and
their corresponding query indexes. With these
known mapping information, the attacker may infer
the locations of other unknown POIs.

3) Record deletion attack. The attacker deletes several
records from the correct query result set and sends
the incomplete result set to AU. This attack occurs
when the cardinality of the result set is unknown,
such as the spatial range query.

4) Record substitution attack. The attacker substitutes
several correct records with other records, which are
also selected from the outsourced spatial data, but not
in the correct result set. This attack occurswhen the car-
dinality of the result set is known, such asKNNquery.

3.3 Design Goal

The design goal is to achieve fine-grained query authoriza-
tion with integrity verification. Specifically, the following
three objectives should be achieved.

1) Query privacy preservation. The locations of the
DO’s outsourced spatial data and the AU’s spatial
queries should be preserved to prevent privacy leak-
age. The proposed scheme should be resilient to the
potential attacks.

2) Fine-grained authorization for query result verifica-
tion. In AU’s authorized region, it can deterministi-
cally verify the integrity of the spatial query result,
which may be modified by the cloud for financial
benefits. The proposed scheme should be capable of
detecting the modification over the query result
without false negative probability.

3) Computation and storage efficiency. The proposed
scheme should consume low computational and
storage resources in terms of query index and verifi-
cation structure generation as well as the query
result verification.

4 THE PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed scheme includes two parts: data pre-processing
and query integrity verification. First, the original locations
of POIs are transformed from 2-dimensional coordinates to
1-dimensional query index values. Second, the transformation
key tree C and verification structure MQ-tree T are con-
structed, which enable DO to authorize the capabilities of
query token generation and query result integrity verification
to the AUs. Third, the AU can generate the query token and
verify the query result integrity in his authorized region r,
which is defined by the transformation key STKi � C and the
verification structure Ti � T . Note that STKi and Ti corre-
spond to the same region r � V, and are transmitted by the
DO to AU over a secure communication channel using Trans-
port Layer Security (TLS) [39]. The TLS aims to provide secure
communication using classical TCP sockets with very few
changes in API usage of sockets to be able to leverage security
on existing TCP socket code. The TLS is used in every browser
worldwide to provide https ( http secure ) functionality, and
can be used to exchange confidential information between the
DO andAU.

4.1 Density-Based Space Filling Curve (DSC) for
Data Pre-Processing

DSC is the building block of the secure and fine-grained
spatial data pre-processing. It includes three phases: 1)
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Quadtree-based partition [40] is employed over the spatial
domain. The quadtree nodes are used to represent the atom
regions, which cannot be further partitioned. 2) Spatial index
vaule is generated based on fractal rules of Hilbert curve.
Each atom region is traversed sequentially in accordance
with the fractal rules of Hilbert curve, which is specified by
the curve parameters given by the DO. Each atom region
obtains a sequence number in the traversing process, and
this number is denoted as DSC value, which is used as the
query index of POI. 3) Transformation key tree is constructed
for the fine-grained authorization of the query token genera-
tion. Based onDSC, the verification structureMQ-tree is gen-
erated for verifying the integrity of the spatial query result.

4.1.1 Quadtree-Based Space Partition

In density-based partition, the partition granularity depends
on the capacity, which is the maximum number of POIs an
atom region contains, denoted as C. A small C value will
lead to a fine-grained partition over the spatial domain, and
vice versa.

The quadtree-based space partition results in a one-to-
one correspondence between a quadtree node and a region,
and the quadtree node is used to denote the corresponding
region for simplicity. Algorithm 1 illustrates the generation
process of the space quadtree. In this algorithm, ZC denotes
the child node set of a quadtree node Z, and ZP denotes the
POI set in the region of node Z. ZðiÞ denotes the ith child
node of Z, and EL denotes the coordinate of POI E. The
region corresponding to node Z is denoted by ZR.

Algorithm 1. Space Quadtree Generation

Input: original POI set P , capacity C
Output: quadtree root node Q
1: create a root node Q
2: for each p 2 P do
3: QuadTreeInsertðp;Q;CÞ
4: end for
5: return Q
6: function QuadTreeInsertðp; Z;CÞ
7: if ZC ¼ ; then
8: if jZP j < C then
9: ZP  ZP [ p
10: else
11: ZC  fZð0Þ; Zð1Þ; Zð2Þ; Zð3Þg
12: for each E 2 ZP do
13: if EL 2 ZðiÞR then
14: ZðiÞP  ZðiÞP [E
15: end if
16: end for
17: getD 2 ZC which meets p 2 DR

18: QuadTreeInsertðp;D;CÞ
19: end if
20: else
21: getD 2 ZC which meets p 2 DR

22: QuadTreeInsertðp;D;CÞ
23: end if
24: end function

This algorithm is performed on the DOs side, and com-
posed of two procedures. Procedure QuadTreeInsert inserts
a POI p to the quadtree node Z recursively. This procedure

determines the inserting node of POI p according to p’s coor-
dinate, capacity C and the current quadtree node Z. If Z is a
leaf node, and jZC j is smaller than C, then p is directly
inserted to node Z (lines 7-9). Otherwise four child nodes are
created for node Z, and the POIs of node Z will be redistrib-
uted into its corresponding child nodes (lines 10-16). After
that, this procedure affirms the child node that p belongs to,
denoted asD (line 17). Then POI p is inserted to nodeD (line
18). If Z is an intermediate node, it first affirms the child
nodewhich p belongs to, denoted asD (lines 20-21). Then p is
inserted to node D by calling procedure QuadTreeInsert
recursively (line 22). The main procedure inserts each POI
p 2 P to root node Q sequentially, and finally constructs the
space quadtree structure (lines 1-4). Fig. 3a illustrates an
example of the quadtree-based space partition. It can be seen
that the partition continues until each atom region contains
at most one POI. The algorithm inserts the POIs to the root
node of the space quadtree, and splits the nodes that contain
more than one POI. In this figure, each atom region corre-
sponds to a leaf node of the space quadtree, and the whole
region corresponds to the quadtree’s root node.

If jP j ¼ n, then the maximum number of generated leaf
nodes is 4n=C. Averagely, the depth of the quadtree is
log4ð4n=CÞ þ 1. On average, procedure QuadTreeInsert
requires log4ð4n=CÞ þ 1 comparisons, C POI redistributions,
and 1 insertion when inserting a POI. Therefore, Algorithm
1 needs

Pn
i¼1ðlog4ð4i=CÞ þ 1þ C þ 1Þ < nðlog4ð4n=CÞ þ

1þ C þ 1Þ operations, meaning that the complexity of Algo-
rithm 1 is Oðnlog4nÞ.

4.1.2 Index Generation for DSC

According to the constructed quadtree structure, the DSC val-
ues of the leaf nodes and the sub-curve parameters (including
sub-curve orientation and starting point) of the intermediate
nodes are generated. Algorithm 2 shows the details of the
DSC value generation, which executes on the DOs side.
Because the POIs are distributed into the leaf nodes, the index
value of each POI is set the same as the DSC value of the leaf
node that the POI belongs to. Fig. 2 depicts the fractal rules of
Hilbert curve that Algorithm 2 employs.

As Fig. 2 shows, a space filling curve with order N parti-
tions the spatial region into 2N � 2N cells, while the starting
point and orientation denote where the curve begins and the
open end direction of the curve, respectively. The fractal rules
of Hilbert curve include eight types according to different
curve orientations and starting points. The sequence number

Fig. 2. Fractal rules of Hilbert curve.
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of sub-region is assigned by the number in the quad, and each
sub-region can be further partitioned by the corresponding
fractal rule. To facilitate processing, curve state transforma-
tion table (CSTT) is applied to represent the fractal rules.
Table 2 showsCSTT for fractal ruleD1, and other rules’ CSTTs
can be represented similarly. By looking up CSTT, the
sequence number of sub-region ðxc; ycÞ in current level, and
CSTT in the next level are obtained.

In Algorithm 2, subscripts O and S denote the sub-curve’s
orientation and starting point for the corresponding tree
node, respectively. QO is sub-curve orientation of node Q,
QS is sub-curve starting point of node Q, S is a stack that
stores quadtree nodes, G is CSTT, ZD is DSC value of node
Z, c is the counter of the DSC index value. According to the
curve orientation u and starting point S0, Algorithm 2 tra-
verses the space quadtree Q in depth-first order, and gener-
ates the DSC value of each leaf node according to the
visiting sequence. The algorithm sets starting point and
sub-curve orientation of each intermediate node in the top-
down manner on the basis of the fractal rules (lines 7-11). In
this algorithm, GOðZO; ZS; iÞ and GSðZO; ZS; iÞ denote the
sub-curve orientation and starting point of node Z’s ith
child node, respectively. If D1 is set as the fractal rule of the
DSC, then the DSC values of the atom regions b; c; d; e in
Fig. 3a are 16, 20, 24, 25, respectively.

Algorithm 2. Index Generation for DSC (IGD)

Input: quadtree root node Q, starting point S0, curve orienta-
tion u

Output: updated quadtree root node Q
1: c 0
2: QO  u

3: QS  S0

4: S.PUSHðQÞ
5: while S 6¼ ; do
6: Z  S.POP()
7: if ZC 6¼ ; then
8: for i ¼ 3; i � 0; i�� then
9: ZðiÞO  GOðZO;ZS; iÞ
10: ZðiÞS  GSðZO;ZS; iÞ
11: S.PUSHðZðiÞÞ
12: end for
13: else
14: ZD  c
15: c cþ 1
16: end if
17: end while

If jP j ¼ n, then Algorithm 2 visits
Plog4ð4n=CÞ

i¼0 4i ¼ 16n�C
3C

nodes only once averagely. Therefore, its complexity is
OðnÞ.

4.1.3 Transformation Key Tree Generation for DSC

The DSC values of all leaf nodes in the space quadtree are
used to build query indexes of POIs. In order to improve
the query efficiency and support the fine-grained authoriza-
tion of spatial region, Algorithm 3 is designed to extract
sub-curve parameters in sub-regions with different density,
and then generate the transformation key tree C for DSC.
This algorithm is performed on the DOs side. In algorithm,
ZV is a flag to denote whether node Z is visited, ZN and ZF

are sub-curve order and father node of node Z, respectively.

Algorithm 3. DSC Key Tree Generation

Input: quadtree root node Q
Output: updated quadtree root node Q
1: S.PUSHðQÞ
2: while S 6¼ ; then
3: Z  S.POP()
4: if ZC 6¼ ; then
5: if fZCgV ¼ TRUE then
6: if fZCgC ¼ ; ^ fZCgN ¼ constant then
7: ZN  fZCgN þ 1
8: ZC  ;
9: ZV  TRUE
10: else
11: ZV  TRUE
12: end if
13: else
14: S.PUSHðZÞ
15: for i 3; i � 0; i�� do
16: S.PUSHðZðiÞÞ
17: end for
18: end if
19: else
20: if ZN > ðZF ÞN then
21: ðZF ÞN  ZN

22: end if
23: ZV  TRUE
24: end if
25: end while

Algorithm 3 prunes the quadtree nodes (can be rebuilt by
the parameters of their father node) in bottom-up manner
and updates the parameters of transformation keys of the
remaining quadtree nodes. After that, the leaf node may
correspond to a region that consists of several atom regions,
and a new quadtree is generated. This quadtree is denoted
as transformation key tree for DSC, as Fig. 3b depicts.

In this transformation key tree, the distribution of the
sub-curve in the leaf node is uniform. The leaf node con-
tains the transformation key STKðR;S0; N; u;GÞ of the

Fig. 3. (a) DSC, (b) Transformation key tree.

TABLE 2
Curve State Transformation Table for D1
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corresponding region, such as STK4. The distribution of
the sub-curve in the intermediate node is not uniform,
which has four child nodes, denoted as NW, NE, SW, and
SE. The intermediate node contains the transformation key
STKðR;S0; NM; u;GÞ of the corresponding region, where
NM is the highest curve order of all its child nodes, such as
STK3. The atom region does not contain any sub-curve, so
the curve order and orientation of the corresponding node
are 0 and null, respectively, such as STK6. Note that
Algorithms 1 and 2 have already generated the parameters
R;S0, and u. Algorithm 3 prunes unnecessary bottom
nodes and generates the parameter N . The DO provides
the AU with the transformation key STKi ð� CÞ, which
enables the AU to generate query tokens in the STKi’s cor-
responding region r ð� VÞ.

Algorithm 3 visits each node twice. If jP j ¼ n, then it
requires 2

Plog4ð4n=CÞ
i¼0 4i ¼ 32n�2C

3C visits. Thus, it has a com-
plexity of OðnÞ.

Algorithm 4.MQ-Tree Generation (MQG)

Input: space quadtree root node T
Output: MQ-tree root node T
1: S.PUSHðT Þ
2: while S 6¼ ; do
3: Q S.POP()
4: if QC 6¼ ; then
5: if fQCgV ¼ TRUE then
6: if fQCg has digests then
7: hQ  HðhQð0ÞjhQð1ÞjhQð2ÞjhQð3ÞÞ
8: QV  TRUE
9: end if
10: else
11: S.PUSHðQÞ
12: for i 3; i � 0; i�� do
13: S.PUSHðQðiÞÞ
14: end for
15: end if
16: else
17: if Q does not contain POI then
18: hQ  Hð$Þ
19: else
20: hQ  Hðpi:djpj:djpk:dÞ
21: end if
22: QV  TRUE
23: end if
24: end while
25: hT  SignðhT Þ

4.1.4 DSC-Based Verification Structure Generation

As an authenticated data structure, MHT authenticates a set
of messages collectively, without signing each one individu-
ally [22]. Tuples are organized into a tree so that the signa-
ture to the root node can guarantee the data integrity of
other nodes in the tree. The collision-resistance of the hash
function guarantees that the cloud cannot modify any mes-
sage in a way that leads to an identical root digest. It is pos-
sible to take the advantage of this feature and employ MQ-
tree for integrity verification.

Based on the space quadtree generated by Algorithm 1,
DO builds theMQ-tree upon the space quadtree’s leaf nodes.

If the leaf node L does not contain any POI, then its digest is
defined as hL ¼ Hð$Þ, where $ denotes a constant string
assigned by DO (line 18). If the leaf node L contains several
POIs, then its digest is defined as hL ¼ Hðpi:djpj:djpk:dÞ,
where pi:d � pj:d � pk:d (line 20). The MQ-tree is a quadtree,
where each intermediate node Q is associated with a digest
hQ over the digests of its child nodes, and the concatenation
order of these digests is according to the corresponding child
nodes’ index values (smaller index value first). The detailed
process of generating MQ-tree is shown in Algorithm 4. In
this algorithm, S is a stack for storing quadtree nodes, QC is
the child node set of quadtree node Q, QðiÞ is the ith child
node ofQ,QV is a flag to denote whether nodeQ is visited.

Fig. 4 illustrates an example of DSC and its corresponding
MQ-tree generation process. The atom region capacity C is 1,
and the curve starting point is the lower left region. As Fig. 4b
illustrates, the MQ-tree is generated in bottom-up manner, hi

is the digest of current node, and i denotes the concatenation
order, for instance, h7 ¼ Hðh1jh2jh3jh4Þ, and h41 ¼
Hðh37jh38jh39jh40Þ, etc. The DOprovides the AUwith the veri-
fication structure Ti ð� T Þ, which enables the AU to verify the
integrity of the query result in the Ti’s corresponding region

Fig. 4. Range query and verification example.
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r ð� VÞ. Note that Ti is a sub tree of T , and the root node of Ti

is labeledwith SignðhTiÞ.
On average, Algorithm 4 visits

Plog4ð4n=CÞ
i¼0 4i ¼ 16n�C

3C tree
nodes, and each node will be visited twice, meaning

2
Plog4ð4n=CÞ

i¼0 4i ¼ 32n�2C
3C visits in total. Therefore, its complex-

ity is OðnÞ.

Algorithm 5. Query Token Generation for Single POI

Input: POI p, transformation key STKi

Output: p’ query token Qp

1: get Z 2 STKi which meets p 2 ZR

2: if Z ¼ ; then
3: return null
4: else
5: compute ðxc; ycÞ of p using Equation (2)
6: G0  GðZO;ZSÞ
7: offset 0
8: for i ZN � 1; i � 0; i�� then
9: offset offset < < 2
10: xq  xc ^ ð1 < < iÞ
11: yq  yc ^ ð1 < < iÞ
12: Sn=Gn  G0ðxq; yqÞ
13: G0  Gn

14: offset offsetjSn

15: end for
16: end if
17: Qp  D0 þ offset
18: return Qp

4.2 Query Token Generation and Result Verification

Based on the transformation key tree C and verification
structure MQ-tree T , the approaches are presented to gener-
ate the query token and verify the query result.

4.2.1 Query Token Generation for Single POI

The query token generation for a single POI is a basic func-
tion of spatial query processing. With the transformation
key STKi ð� C) provided by the DO, the AU can generate
the query token of a POI p located in the authorized region
r ð� V). Note that the authorized region r is defined by the
transformation key STKi. The details of the query token
generation is shown in Algorithm 5. This algorithm is per-
formed on AUs side.

With p’s coordinate ðx; yÞ and AU’s transformation key
STKi, the algorithm first locates the region that p belongs to.
If there is no such region, null will be returned, meaning
that AU’s authorized region does not contains p. Otherwise,
a transformation key tree node Z ð2 STKi) will be obtained,
and p belongs to region ZR. ðx0; y0Þ denotes the lower left
endpoint of region ZR, s is side length of region ZR, ZN is
sub-curve order of node Z, and D0 is the DSC value of node
Z’s sub-curve starting point. p’s ðxc; ycÞ in region ZR should
satisfy the following constraints.

s
2N
� xc � x� x0 < s

2N
� ðxc þ 1Þ

s
2N
� yc � y� y0 < s

2N
� ðyc þ 1Þ

�
: (1)

With the above constraints, the values of xc and yc are
obtained as follows.

xc ¼ bx�x0s � 2Nc
yc ¼ by�y0s � 2Nc

�
: (2)

With the current CSTT and p’s ðxc; ycÞ, the sequence num-
ber Sn in the current level, and the next CSTT are obtained.
Then the relative index value of p in region ZR is calculated,
which is denoted as offset (lines 6-15). Finally, the query
token of p in spatial domain is obtained by adding D0 and
offset.

If jP j ¼ n and AU has obtained the whole transformation
key tree C, then Algorithm 5 requires log4ð4n=CÞ þ 1 com-
parisons for locating the POI and N loops for calculating
the relative index value. Therefore, it needs log4ð4n=CÞ þ
1þN operations in total, and the complexity of the algo-
rithm is Oðlog4nÞ.

4.2.2 Query Token Generation for Range andKNN

Queries

AU can generate the query tokens for a range query W ¼
½xl; xh� � ½yl; yh� with the transformation key STKi. To
reduce the communication overhead, the generated query
tokens will be sorted and merged to 1-dimensional inter-
vals, which are called query runs [41]. For simplicity, these
query runs are also called as query tokens and denoted as
fQRig. Note that there should be intersection between the
AU’s authorized region r and the range queryW , or nothing
will be generated. With the transformation key STKi, the
original range query W is decomposed into regions that the
leaf nodes of STKi correspond to. Then, the maximal block
decomposition [41] and query runs calculation [42] are
employed on each decomposed region to generate the query
tokens ofW . The detailed steps are shown as follows.

Step 1. From root node of STKi, determine the region
which the range query W belongs to. If there is no
intersection between W and root node, quit; other-
wise, continue.

Step 2. Determine intersection regions betweenW and
each child node of current node, denoted as
W1;W2;W3 and W4, note that these intersection
regions may be empty.

Step 3. Repeat step 2 on each child node, until leaf node of
STKi is reached.

Step 4. Apply the maximal block decomposition and
query runs calculation on all sub-regions corre-
sponding to leaf nodes, and obtain the query runs.

Step 5. Sort and merge all query runs to generate the query
token set fQRig.

The KNN query includes two types: approximate KNN
query and accurate KNN query. For approximate KNN
query, AU generates the query token Qp of the given query
POI p, then submits Qp and K to the cloud. Since the query
indexes of the outsourced spatial data are sorted in increas-
ing order, the cloud can locate the query index qi that is
closest to Qp. Then, the cloud retrieves the encrypted data
over the indexed POI set InðF0Þ from the increasing and
decreasing directions based on the index qi, until K results
have been obtained, denoted as Re.

For accurate KNN query, AU first decrypts Re and gets
POI q which is farthest from p, then generates a square
region centered at p with side length 2 k p� q k , where k
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p� q k denotes the Euclid distance between q and p. Using
the above range query token generation approach, AU can
obtain query result Re0. After decrypting Re0, AU can get K
nearest neighbor POIs to p as the accurate KNN query
result Re00.

4.2.3 Integrity Verification of Range Query Result

Upon receiving the range query result set Re, the AU can
verify the integrity of Re, as shown in Algorithm 6. This
algorithm is performed on AUs side. Q:VD denotes the
index value of the MQ-tree leaf node Q, and WðiÞ is the ith
sub-region of W and corresponds to QðiÞ. Re:keyset con-
tains the index values of the result set Re, and Re.getðQ:VDÞ
obtains the digest of the record from Re whose index value
equals to Q:VD. Note that if several POIs (e.g., pi; pj; pk) have
the same index value, then Re.getðQ:VDÞ will return
Hðpi:djpj:djpk:dÞ as the digest, where pi:d � pj:d � pk:d.

Algorithm 6 traverses the MQ-tree in top-down manner
and compares the tree nodes and sub-regions of the range
query recursively. Finally, Algorithm 6 returns the verifica-
tion digest d, and AU verifies whether d is signed by DO
(using MQ-tree root node and DO’s public key). Note that
the AU’s verification structure Ti and transformation key
STKi correspond to the same authorized region r � V, and
the integrity verification is valid only if there is an intersec-
tion between the authorized region r and range queryW .

Algorithm 6. MQ-Tree Based Range Query Verification
(MQRQV)

Input: Verification structure Ti, range queryW , result set Re
Output: Verification digest d
1: Q Ti

2: if QC ¼ ; then
3: if Q \W ¼ ; then
4: d hQ

5: else
6: if Q:VD 2 Re:keyset then
7: d Re.getðQ:VDÞ
8: else
9: d Hð$Þ
10: end if
11: end if
12: else
13: if Q \W ¼ ; then
14: d hQ

15: else
16: for i 0; i � 3; iþþ then
17: d d jMQRQVðQðiÞ;WðiÞ; ReÞ
18: end for
19: d HðdÞ
20: end if
21: end if
22: return d

Fig. 4 illustrates an example for DSC-based range query
and integrity verification process. Assuming that each atom
region contains one POI (C ¼ 1) and the AU has the trans-
formation key tree C and verification structure T , then the
final space partition of DSC and the range query W are
shown in Fig. 4a. For the range query W , the returned result
set should be fj; i; f; l;m; k; o; ng, since their bounding

regions (shown striped in Fig. 4a) overlap with W . The MQ-
tree for integrity verification is shown in Fig. 4b, the bold
box denotes the immediate obtained digest without access-
ing its child nodes. As the MQ-tree root node T has child
nodes and partially overlap with W , the digest of the result
set d ¼ Hðh37jHðh9jh10jHðjÞjHðiÞÞjHðHðHðfÞjHðlÞjHðmÞj
HðkÞÞjHðHðoÞjh18jh19jHðnÞÞjh31jh32Þjh40Þ. In this equation,
hi denotes the digest of current node and HðxÞ denotes the
digest of the node that contains POI x. The concatenation
order is determined by the index values of the tree nodes.
From a top view, the equation can be rewritten as d ¼
Hðh37jh38jh39jh40Þ. Then, h38 ¼ Hðh9jh10jHðjÞjHðiÞÞ and
h39 ¼ HðHðHðfÞjHðlÞjHðmÞjHðkÞÞjHðHðoÞjh18jh19jHðnÞÞj
h31jh32Þ are obtained. Then, AU can verify the integrity of
the result by comparing d with Sign�1ðhT Þ, if d equals with
Sign�1ðhT Þ, the result set is authentic and complete, other-
wise, the cloud tampered the query result.

If jP j ¼ n, in the worst case, Algorithm 6 requires
4ðlog4ð4n=CÞ þ 1Þ comparisons. Thus, the complexity of
Algorithm 6 is Oðlog4nÞ.

4.2.4 Integrity Verification ofKNN Query Result

The integrity verification of the KNN query can be trans-
formed into the integrity verification of the range query,
which can be processed by Algorithm 6.

As Fig. 5a shows, given a query point q and K ¼ 3, the
accurate KNN query result set Re00 should be fj; i; kg. The
corresponding range query W of the result set Re00 is shown
as the bold box, and its result set Re0 is fj; i; f; k; og, it satis-
fies Re00 � Re0, and there is no POI in ff; og that is closer to
p. So the verification process continues, and the digest of the
result set Re0 can be calculated by d ¼ MQRQVðT;W;Re0Þ.
The MQ-tree for the KNN query integrity verification is
shown in Fig. 5b, similar to Fig. 4, the bold box denotes the
immediate obtained digest without accessing its child
nodes. The digest of the result set d ¼ Hðh37jHðh9jh10j HðjÞj
HðiÞÞjHðHðHðfÞjh14jh15jHðkÞÞjHðHðoÞjh18jh19jh20Þj h31jh32Þj
h40Þ. From a top view, this equation can be rewritten as
d ¼ Hðh37jh38jh39jh40Þ. Then, h38 ¼ Hðh9jh10jHðjÞjHðiÞÞ and
h39 ¼ HðHðHðfÞjh14jh15jHðkÞÞjHðHðoÞjh18jh19jh20Þjh31j h32Þ
are obtained. Finally, the query result integrity can be veri-
fied by comparing dwith Sign�1ðhT Þ.

The complexity of the range query generation can be
negligible, compared to the range query verification.
Therefore, the complexity of the KNN query verification is
Oðlog4nÞ.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, how the proposed scheme can resist all the
attacks defined in Section 3.2 is discussed.

5.1 Brute-Force Attack

The transformation key tree C consists of several transfor-
mation key STKðR;S0; N; u;GÞ, and each STK includes the
spatial region R, the curve starting point S0, the curve order
N , the curve orientation u, and the curve scale factor G.
Actually, the DSC can be treated as a combination of SHCs
which vary in accordance with the density of POIs. Each
SHC becomes a one-way function if the curve parameters
are not known [11], so the attacker has to exhaustively
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search all possible combinations of the curve parameters to
find the right curve by comparing the query indexes of the
POIs in the corresponding region, and the transformation
key tree C can only be cracked after finding the right curve
parameters of all sub regions.

One sub region is taken to analyze the complexity of the
brute-force attack. Because the curve starting point
S0ðx0; y0Þ should lie on the intersection of two lines that
come from the X;Y axes separately. Although it is impossi-
ble to find the exact values of x0 and y0 in the continuous
space, the attacker can approximately estimate x0 and y0
through generating finest partition on the region. In this
way, the attacker can guarantee that his estimated starting
point ðx	0; y	0Þ is very close to ðx0; y0Þ, which satisfies jx0 �
x	0j � � and jy0 � y	0j � �. � is a sufficiently small value that
guarantees the generated query indexes of the POIs will not
be affected if ðx0; y0Þ is substituted by ðx	0; y	0Þ. To achieve
this, the attacker has to search the region exhaustively. Let
m denotes the number of bits for each coordinate. Hence,
the attacker should enumerate 2m values on each axis, and
there are 2m � 2m candidates in the searching space for the
curve starting point. It is assumed s candidate values for the

curve order N . The range of the curve orientation can be
discretized to make sure the estimated curve orientation u	

satisfies ju � u	j � �. The attacker should search 2n candidate
orientation values assuming the number of bits is n. Simi-
larly, the searching space for the curve scale factor is 2k if
the parameter is represented in k bits. The entire searching
space in one region contains 2m � 2m � s� 2n � 2k candi-
date values. Assuming the attacker uses the similar number
of bits (e.g., m bits) to represent the curve parameters, the
complexity of the searching space in one region is Oð24mÞ
considering s
 2m. Finally, the complexity of the brute-
force attack is Oðv24mÞ, where v denotes the number of sub
regions. Theoretically, the transformation key tree cannot be
cracked in polynomial time. Therefore, DSC can resist
brute-force attack.

5.2 Location Reconstruction Attack

In this attack, the attacker can access a limited number of the
POIs’ original coordinates L and their corresponding query
indexes L0. With these known mapping information, the
attacker may infer the coordinates of other unknown POIs.
Because of the distance preserving properties of the space
filling curves, the attacker can estimate the original coordi-
nate of an unknown POI based on its query index and the
known mapping information. By comparing the coherent
pattern of feature vectors V ðp; LÞ and V ðk; L0Þ with chosen
candidate coordinate p and the corresponding query index
k, the attacker is able to estimate the original coordinate of
the given query index k with small error [43]. The
dissimilarity [43] is employed to measure the difference
between V ðp; LÞ and V ðk; L0Þ. In this way, the attacker can
reconstruct the original coordinates of the outsourced data-
set. The estimation distortion DT ðD;D	Þ [43] is employed
to measure the average error between the reconstructed
datasetD	 and the original datasetD. The SHC-based query
index generation schemes partition the space with uniform
guanularity, and the distribution of the generated query
indexes shows the dense and sparse regions of the out-
sourced spatial data, which can be exploited by the attacker
to reduce the estimation error. On the contrary, the distribu-
tion of the DSC-based query indexes are almost uniform,
which leaks less distribution information compared with
the SHC-based query indexes. The experimental analysis
shows the DSC-based query indexes are more resilient
against the location reconstruction attack. Note that the
POIs belonging to the same atom region have the same
query indexes, and the attacker can not distinguish the coor-
dinates in the same atom region. Suppose d is the minimal
unit in the x-axis and l is the side length of the smallest
atom region, then the probability of reconstructing the exact
coordinate of an unknown index is d2

tl2
, where t is the num-

ber of candidate atom regions that the reconstructed coordi-
nate belongs to. Because the t value of SHC-based query
index is less than that of DSC-based query index according
to the above analysis, the probability of a successful recon-
struction attack over the DSC-based query index is lower.

5.3 Record Deletion Attack

Suppose the cloud may modify or delete records from the
correct query result, or insert other records that do not

Fig. 5. KNN query and verification example.
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belong to the outsourced spatial data. However, as each POI
is encrypted and has a digest, modifying or inserting any
record will be easily detected with out any false negative. It
is because the collision-resistance of the hash function guar-
antees that forging or modifying a digest is impossible.
Therefore, in this paper, two attacks against the integrity
verification are considered [9]: 1) record deletion attack, the
cloud delete several records from the correct query result
set and send the incomplete result set to AU. This attack
occurs when the cardinality of the result set is unknown,
such as range query; 2) record substitution attack, cloud
substitute several correct records with other records, which
are also part of the outsourced spatial data, but not in the
correct result set. This attack occurs when the cardinality of
the result set is known, such asKNN query.

Assuming the correct range query result is Re, the cloud
deletes one record from Re randomly and send the incom-
plete result set Re0 to AU. As one record has been deleted,
MQRQV cannot get its digest from Re0 in the verification
process, thus Hð$Þ is taken as the verification digest, which
is different from the correct digest. Based on the collision-
resistance of the hash function, the finally generated digest
d0 of Re0 cannot be equal with the correct digest d of Re.
Thus, MQRQV can deterministically detect whether one
record has been deleted from the correct result set. Simi-
larly, if the cloud deletes two or more records from the cor-
rect result set, MQRQV can also detect it. Therefore, the
integrity verification of the range query result is resilient to
the record deletion attack.

5.4 Record Substitution Attack

With the accurate KNN query result set Re00 and the query
point p, the corresponding range query W can be generated
as a square region centered at pwith side length 2 k p� q k ,
where q denotes the POI farthest from p. Note that the gen-
erated range query W may introduce more POIs in the
range query result set Re0, which should satisfy Re00 � Re0,
and there should be no POI in Re0 �Re00 that its distance to
p is more close than q. If Re00~Re0, it confirms that the cloud
has inserted POIs that do not belong to the correct result set.
In addition, if there is POI in Re0 �Re00 that its distance to p
is closer than q, it means that the cloud has substituted the
correct POI with other POI, either of the above two condi-
tions will terminate the KNN query integrity verification
process. Otherwise, the digest of Re0 is derived by
MQRQVðTi;W;Re0Þ, and the integrity of query result Re0 is
verified. Therefore, the integrity verification of the KNN
query result can resist record substitution attack.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section evaluates the computational, storage costs and
the attack resistance property of the proposed query integ-
rity verification scheme.

6.1 Datasets and Parameters Setting

The efficiency of the proposed query integrity verification
scheme is evaluated through extensive experiments on real
and synthetic datasets. The real datasets include 175, 813
POIs in North America (NA), 123, 593 POIs in North East
USA (NE), 6, 105 POIs in Oldenburg (OL), 174, 956 POIs in

San Francisco (SF), and 18, 263 POIs in San Joaquin County
(TG) [44]. The synthetic datasets include: 1) a dataset under
uniform distribution (UN, 100, 000 POIs), which is gener-
ated by random generator and 2) a skewed dataset (SK, 100,
000 POIs), which contains four Gaussian clusters (with s ¼
0:05 and randomly chosen centers) and 99 percent of the
POIs are included in these clusters, and the rest 1 percent of
the POIs are uniformly distributed. These original datasets
are pre-processed and normalized to the unit square ½0; 1�2
before applied to the experiments. The starting point, curve
orientation and scale factor of the SHC are set as (0, 0), D1
and 1, respectively. AES-128 [45] is used to encrypt the
POIs, SHA-256 [45] is employed to compute the digests
of POIs and quadtree nodes, and RSA-1024 [45] is used to
generate the signature of the root node’s digest. The experi-
ments are conducted on a workstation with Intel Xeon
E3-1505M 2.8 Ghz and 16 GB RAM.

In the experiments, the partition granularity �, the aver-
age number of POIs contained in an atom region, are
employed to measure the quality of the query index. Since
SHC and DSC employ curve order N and capacity C in the
space partition, respectively, the relationship between � and
the curve parameters of SHC and DSC are first studied.
Table 3 shows the values of curve order N and capacity C
on each dataset when applying � equals to 1 and 1.4. The
following experiments use this parameters setting, and 40
percent duplication rate (same with [9]) is taken for SPR.

6.2 Query Authorization Performance

6.2.1 Computational Cost of Query Index Generation

To support the secure spatial query, the spatial transforma-
tion methods generate the query indexes of the outsourced
spatial data. The index generation performance of SHC and
DSC is evaluated with parameters � ¼ 1 and 1.4, respec-
tively. EDHO [46] and BIA [47] are employed to generate
the SHC-based indexes of the outsourced datasets, and the
proposed IGD is used to generate the DSC-based indexes.
The index generation time is shown in Table 4.

The index generation time drops as � increases, and more
time is required for processing datasets NA, NE, SF, and SK
than dataset UN. It is because the distributions of these real
datasets are more dense, which require fine-grained space
partition and thus increase the computational cost of index
generation. With parameters � ¼ 1 and 1.4, on average, the
index generation time of IGD is only 61, 43 percent of that
by BIA, respectively. In contrast with the uniform space

TABLE 3
Parameters Setting

Dataset
� ¼ 1 � ¼ 1:4

N C N C

NA 13 1 11 2
NE 12 1 10 2
OL 11 1 8 2
SF 12 1 11 2
TG 12 1 9 2
SK 12 1 11 2
UN 11 1 9 2
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partition of the SHC, the DSC employs different partition
granularity for sub-regions with different densities, which
means the sub-regions with less POIs requires coarse-
grained space partition, and the computational cost of the
index generation is thus reduced.

6.2.2 Overheads of Transformation Key Tree

Generation

Since SHC-based scheme employs the uniform space parti-
tion, its transformation key can be used to generate the query
tokens in the whole spatial region. To enable fine-grained
query capability authorization, the proposed scheme con-
structs the transformation key tree, whose node contains the
transformation key corresponding to the partitioned spatial
region. The transformation key tree generation performance
of the proposed scheme is evaluated with parameters � ¼ 1
and 1.4, respectively.

Table 5 shows the key tree generation time of the pro-
posed scheme over different datasets. The generation time
is proportional with the size of datasets, and more time is
required when setting � ¼ 1. Dataset with more POIs will
generate a space quadtree with more tree nodes, and thus
increase the generation time of the transformation key tree.
Moreover, the smaller value of � means the partition granu-
larity of the spatial region is fine-grained, and Algorithm 3
will take more time to prunes the quadtree nodes and thus
generate the transformation key tree.

6.3 Integrity Verification Performance

6.3.1 Computational Cost of Verification Structure

Generation

The computational cost of verification structure generation
is an important metric for evaluating the spatial query integ-
rity verification. It is set � ¼ 1 and 1.4 for SPR and the pro-
posed scheme, and compare their time costs of generating

verification structure in different datasets. MQG is the veri-
fication structure generation algorithm in the proposed
scheme. The experiment is performed for 100 times and the
verification structure generation time (ms) is averaged.

Table 6 shows the verification structure generation time of
SPR and the proposed scheme over different datasets. The
generation time of SPR and MQG drops as � increases, and
SPR consumesmore time to generate the verification informa-
tion of the replicated spatial data. Specifically, when setting
� ¼ 1 and 1.4, on average, the computational cost of SPR is
4.26 and 6.4 times higher than that of MQG, respectively. SPR
generates r 	 n replicated records (r denotes the duplication
rate), which introduce extra computational costs for indexes,
digests, and signatures generation. On the contrary, MQG
builds the MQ-tree on the basis of the space quadtree gener-
ated by DSC, and only tree nodes’ digests generation and root
node signature calculation are needed. Thus, the computa-
tional cost of MQG is significantly lower. Higher � means
lower curve order for SHC and fewer tree nodes for DSC, and
thus reduces the computational costs of SPR andMQG.

6.3.2 Computational Cost of Integrity Verification

The computational costs of range/KNN query integrity veri-
fication of SPR and the proposed scheme are evaluated over
different datasets. The verification time for 100 range/KNN
queries is averaged to compare the computational costs of
SPR and the proposed scheme. The results for range query
verification and KNN query verification using dataset NA
are reported in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The results for other
datasets are similar and omitted.

TABLE 5
Transformation Key Tree Generation Time (ms)

Dataset � ¼ 1 � ¼ 1:4

NA 103 35
NE 35 22
OL 4 2
SF 49 32
TG 7 3
SK 37 17
UN 31 15

TABLE 6
Verification Structure Generation Time (ms)

Dataset
� ¼ 1 � ¼ 1:4

SPR MQG SPR MQG

NA 18,920 4,491 18,832 2,924
NE 12,214 2,358 12,124 1,723
OL 693 114 678 79
SF 18,300 3,521 17,725 2,502
TG 1,928 375 1,911 265
SK 10,417 1,775 10,247 1,229
UN 10,280 2,013 10,187 1,432

TABLE 4
Index Generation Time (ms)

Dataset
� ¼ 1 � ¼ 1:4

EDHO BIA IGD EDHO BIA IGD

NA 1,585 1,192 998 1,414 1,033 528
NE 1,065 766 484 891 648 284
OL 45 30 11 30 20 7
SF 1,475 1,092 681 1,361 986 415
TG 139 103 59 111 77 30
SK 849 612 389 783 560 249
UN 829 599 379 681 509 235

Fig. 6. Verification time of range query over NA.
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As Fig. 6 shows, the proposed scheme requires less time
on range query verification than SPR when choosing the
same value of � and query window extent. It is because SPR
needs to decrypt the original query result and auditing
query result, and then compare the two results to identify
the integrity. The proposed scheme only needs to generate
the digest with the original query result and MQ-tree, and
verify whether the digest is signed by the DO. As the query
window extent increases, the verification time of SPR grows
quickly, while the time cost of the proposed scheme grows
slowly. Even when the query window extent is 0.09 and � ¼
1, the proposed scheme can also complete one range query
verification in 26 ms.

Fig. 7 shows the verification time of SPR and the pro-
posed scheme for a KNN query over dataset NA. Similar
with the range query verification, the time cost of the pro-
posed scheme is less than that of SPR. The verification time
of SPR rises rapidly when � ¼ 1, while the time cost of the
proposed scheme increases slightly. The proposed scheme
and SPR transform KNN query verification to range query
verification, and the transformed query window extent
expands with the increasing of K. However, the verification
time of KNN query is very little, because the transformed
query window extent is very short for small value ofK.

6.3.3 Round-Trip Time of Spatial Query

The round-trip time of range/KNN query of SPR and the
proposed scheme is compared over dataset NA. The round-
trip time of range andKNNqueries is shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Compared with SPR, the proposed scheme generates less
query runs and smaller size of result set, thus consumes less
round-trip time on range query. Similar with the verifica-
tion time evaluation, in Fig. 8, the round-trip time of SPR
grows faster than that of the proposed scheme. The similar
result can be found in Fig. 9 since the KNN query will be
transformed to range query. The round-trip network delay
time is not shown in the figure as it is similar for different
query sizes.

6.3.4 Communication Cost of Range Query

The communication cost of range query of SPR and the pro-
posed scheme is evaluated over dataset NA. Fig. 10 shows
the amount of data that are exchanged between the cloud
and AU. As bigger query window extent introduces more
query runs in the range query transformation, the commu-
nication cost of SPR and the proposed scheme rises as the
query windows extent increases. Moreover, with the parti-
tion granularity � decreasing, the communication cost rises,
and the cost of SPR increases faster than that of the pro-
posed scheme. It is because when choosing small � value,
the generated atom regions of SPR will become much more
than that of the proposed scheme, and thus the query runs
generated by SPR will increase dramatically.

6.3.5 Storage Cost of Integrity Verification

In this section, the storage costs of the proposed scheme and
SPR are compared over different datasets. For the proposed
scheme, a MQ-tree is generated for query integrity verifica-
tion and occupies the overhead storage, for SPR, duplicate
POIs also consume extra storage space. It is assumed that
the outsourced dataset contains a set of POIs, each with
index value (4 bytes), spatial coordinates (8 bytes), and
attached information (100 bytes).

Fig. 11 depicts the storage costs over different datasets.
The storage costs of SPR are proportional to the size of the
dataset, bigger � cannot reduce the storage costs. However,
the storage costs of the proposed scheme drop as �

Fig. 7. Verification time ofKNN query over NA.

Fig. 8. Round-trip time of range query over NA.

Fig. 9. Round-trip time ofKNN query over NA.
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increases. On average, the storage costs of the proposed
scheme are 2.9 percent higher than that of SPR when � ¼ 1,
but when � ¼ 1:4, the costs of the proposed scheme are 26.9
percent lower than that of SPR. It is because the storage
costs of SPR are determined by the duplication rate, while
the storage costs of the proposed scheme are decided by the

number of MQ-tree nodes, which decreases if bigger � is
selected. For SPR, the DO needs to choose a big enough
duplication rate for reducing the false negative in the results
verification, which reduces the efficiency of the query proc-
essing and integrity verification. Note that there may exist
false negative in the results verification by SPR, it occurs if
the POIs in the query region do not have the duplicate cop-
ies. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme introduces no false
negative, because any tamper of the query result will lead
to a wrong verification digest, which is different from the
signed root node of MQ-tree. The results in Section 6.3.2
confirm that the proposed scheme consumes less computa-
tional cost of range/KNN query integrity verification than
that of SPR. In consideration of the verification correctness
and computational cost, the storage cost of the proposed
scheme is acceptable.

6.4 Reconstruction Attack Evaluation

The location reconstruction attackmodel is employed to esti-
mate the original coordinates of the outsourced datasets and
visualize the attack effects against SHC-based and DSC-
based schemes. The parameter � is set to be 1. As the attacker
is assumed to gain limited mappings between the original
coordinates and the corresponding query indexes, the ratio
of the known coordinates subset L is set to 1 percent of the
outsourced spatial dataset. The reconstructed coordinates
are illustrated in Fig. 12. The datasets NA, NE, SF, SK and
UN are represented by a, b, c, d, and e, respectively. The orig-
inal coordinates datasets, the reconstructed coordinates
datasets over SHC-based indexes and DSC-based indexes
are denoted by 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It is clear that the
reconstructed coordinates datasets over the DSC-based
indexes are less similar with the original coordinates data-
sets, which indicates the DSC-based indexes are more resil-
ient to this attack.

Moreover, the numerical analysis is conducted over the
original coordinates datasets and the reconstructed coordi-
nates datasets by comparing the estimation distortions [43].
The value in Table 7 denotes the average error between the
reconstructed dataset and the original dataset, and bigger
value means better attack resistance property. Table 7
shows that the DSC-based indexes are more resilient to
the reconstruction attack, comparing with the SHC-based

Fig. 10. Communication cost of range query over NA.

Fig. 11. Storage cost over different datasets.

Fig. 12. Reconstructed coordinates datasets over the SHC-based
indexes and DSC-based indexes.
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indexes. As the SHC-based index generation schemes
employ high curve order in the sub regions with a small
number of POIs, the distribution of the SHC-based indexes
is not uniform, which provides more information about the
distribution of the original data, thus the attacker can
choose more accurate neighboring coordinates as references
and generate the reconstructed coordinates dataset with
smaller estimation distortion value.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a fine-grained query authorization scheme with
integrity verification is proposed over the encryped spatial
data for location-based services. Considering the distribution
of the spatial data, a density-based space filling curve is
designed to generate the query indexes of the encrypted spa-
tial data, and query token generation and result verification
approaches are introduced to guarantee fine-grained and ver-
ifiable spatial query. The proposed scheme enables the data
owner to achieve fine-grained spatial region authorization in
both the query token generation and query result verification.
Experimental results demonstrate that the computational cost
of the index and verification structure generation approaches
is less than that of SHC-based approaches, and the computa-
tional and storage costs of the integrity verification approach
are less than that of SPR. In addition, the integrity verification
scheme does not introduce false negative in the results verifi-
cation. In the future work, the time factor will be considered
in the fine-grained verifiable query authorization, which ena-
bles user to generate query tokens and verify the query results
only in his authorized region and time range.
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